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PROCESS INTEGRATION 

 

 
 

 D E S C R I P T I O N 
 Based on the ACS Stedi-Stak, a state-of-the-art 

modular plastic chain conveyor system, the 
Bundle Hold-Down Conveyor compresses loads 
while providing a solid traveling surface in a 
variety of processes. 

 
 Bundle Hold-Down Conveyor can be integrated 

into strapping operations, used to maintain 
pressure on product stacks to allow additional 
time for adhesives to setup in folding carton 
applications or other processes where 
maintaining bundle integrity and load stability is 
needed. 

 
 Each section of the Bundle Hold-Down Conveyor 

is powered independently to allow for 
simultaneous stack movement and load building. 

 
 
 

F E A T U R E S 
 The modular design facilitates tandem operation 

to accommodate extra-long loads.  
 

 Small diameter head and tail rollers virtually 
eliminate gaps between adjacent belt sections 
allowing for efficient operation and transfer of 
small loads. 
 

 The infeed bed as well as both the infeed and 
outfeed belts of the upper gallow (hold-down 
section) are powered independently with each 
gear motor mounted externally for ease of 
maintenance. 
 

 Infeed and Outfeed belt panels on the gallow are 
designed to pivot allowing room for strapper 
servicing. Optional Long Arm or Short Arm 
Infeed belt panels are available. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 

Between Frame Bed Width: 
 

47” (1.2 m) Standard,  
 

Conveyor Length: 48” (1.22 m)  Standard 
Note: Multiple Bundle Hold-Down Conveyor sections may be used in tandem for longer 
bundles. 
 

Infeed Bed Height: Minimum 29” (73.66 cm) Top Of Belt - Adjustable support legs to achieve maximum 33- 
1/2” (85.1 cm) Top of Belt. 

Capacity: Maximum bundle height 18” (45.72 cm) 
 
Minimum bundle height 0.5” (12.7 mm) 
 
Maximum bundle width 47” (1.2 m) 
 

Belting Material: Acetyl plastic solid platform comprised of 1” (2.54 cm) segments joined by lacing rods 
with nylon retaining pins. Acetyl plastic offers super low friction, height tensile strength 
and excellent resistance to wear on continuously highly-loaded conveyors. 
 

Belt Speed: 100 FPM (30.48 MPM) standard belt speed operated from a variable speed drive 
capable up to 120FPM (36.58 MPM). 
 

Motors: Nord flange-mounted hollow shaft gear motors directly coupled to drive shafts. 
Horsepower: 0.5. @ 84RPM, Ratio 20.80.   230/460VAC. Other voltages available as 
needed. 
 

Frame Construction: Rugged precision CNC cut and formed 3/8” (9.525mm) and 1/4” (6.35mm) steel. 

 

Control Options 
   Manual: 
 
   Automatic: 

 

 
Pushbutton operator-actuated controls with reverse. 
 
Positioning controls with Photo-eyes and control software utilizing programmable logic 
controllers to facilitate fully automatic operation. 24VDC controls available 

  

 

TYPICAL INTEGRATION WITHIN 

STRAPPER OPERATION 

Note: Bundle Hold-Down Conveyor 

sections can be installed in tandem 

to accommodate extra-long loads. 

 

http://www.acsconveyor.com/

